The dual of a map is a fundamental construction on combinatorial maps, but many other combinatorial objects also possess their notion of duality. For instance, the Tamari lattice is isomorphic to its order dual, which induces an involution on the set of so-called "synchronized intervals" introduced by Préville-Ratelle and the present author. Another example is the class of β-(1,0) trees, which has a mysterious involution h proposed by Claesson, Kitaev and Steingrímsson (2009). These two classes of combinatorial objects are all in bijection with the class of non-separable planar maps, which is closed by map duality. In this article, we show that we can identify the notions of duality in these three classes of objects using previously known natural bijections, which leads to a bijective proof of a result from Kitaev and de Mier (2013) . We also discuss how various statistics are transferred by duality and by the bijections we used.
Introduction
Combinatorial maps (or maps for short) are sometimes found to be in bijection with surprisingly many classes of combinatorial objects of diverse flavors. For instance, non-separable planar maps were found to be in bijection with so-called βp1, 0q-trees by Cori, Jacquard and Schaeffer [CS03, JS98] , which are in bijection with several classes of pattern-avoiding permutations (cf. [Kit11, Chapter 2.2]). More recently, in [FPR17] , a bijection between non-separable planar maps and intervals in generalized Tamari lattices was discovered. These intervals were first defined in [PRVar] , and were implicitly showed to be in bijection with a special kind of intervals in the classic Tamari lattice called "synchronized intervals".
In the study of maps, map duality is an important concept. It was first observed by Tutte [Tut63] that the dual of a non-separable planar map is still non-separable, meaning that map duality is an involution in the class of non-separable planar maps. Other notions of duality can also be defined on combinatorial classes we mentioned above. For instance, given a partial order, its order dual is the reversed order relation. When defined on binary trees, it is well-known that the Tamari lattice is isomorphic to its order dual, and such an isomorphism can be given by taking the mirror image of binary trees, which induces an involution on synchronized intervals (implicitly proved in [PRVar] ). For βp1, 0q-trees, there is also a mysterious involution h that was proposed in [CKS09] and proved to be an involution in [CKS13] . These dualities induce equi-distribution results of various statistics (cf. [Kit11] ).
In this paper, we will provide an integrated point of view on the duality of these three classes of objects. We show that the three dualities mentioned above are in fact related by natural bijections, thus can be regarded as the same duality in their recursive structure seen 1 through the prism of different families of objects. To express our result more precisely, we introduce another class of objects called decorated trees, first defined in [FPR17] , in which they relay a natural bijection from non-separable planar maps to synchronized intervals. We now denote by dual the map duality, mir the duality on synchronized intervals, h the involution of βp1, 0q-trees in [CKS13] , and h T its counterpart in decorated trees. We prove that the diagram below commutes. Here, T and I are natural bijections first defined in [FPR17] , and ϕ T is a natural bijection from decorated trees to βp1, 0q-trees that will be defined later. As a consequence, we give an alternative proof of results in [CKS13] , which states that the number of fixed points of h among βp1, 0q-trees with n edges is equal to the number of self-dual non-separable planar maps with n`1 edges. The number of such maps was then given in [KdMN14] . In [CKS13] , the authors asked for a bijective explanation, to which our proof responds. Another consequence is that the isomorphisms between different generalized Tamari lattices proved in [PRVar] can now be understood via the more intuitive map duality. We then also discuss statistics that are transferred by these bijections and dualities. Our results thus provide an integrated view of the structures of all three classes of combinatorial objects, which can be used to transfer tools in the study of one class to another and benefits the structural study of these objects.
To get the results mentioned above, we investigated recursive decompositions of all four classes of objects involved. We exhibit for each class of objects a recursive decomposition, and show that all decompositions are isomorphic to each other. In particular, for non-separable planar maps, we used here the so-called parallel decomposition, which contrasts with the series decomposition used heavily in previous work, such as [JS98] . We then show that the bijections T, I, ϕ T are all canonical bijections with respect to these recursive decompositions, albeit the fact that they were originally defined as direct bijections. As a byproduct, we also analyze the relation between parallel and series decompositions of non-separable planar maps, and we find that they are essentially related by map duality.
Our results here are motivated by a recent trend on the bijective understanding of the relations between planar maps and intervals in Tamari-like lattices. It was first discovered by Chapoton in [Cha06] using generating series that the number of intervals in the Tamari lattice of order n coincides with that of planar 3-connected triangulations with 3pn`1q edges. The same result was then proved bijectively by Bernardi and Bonichon in [BB09] . Intervals in a generalization of the Tamari lattice, called the m-Tamari lattice, was also enumerated by Bousquet-Mélou, Fusy and Préville-Ratelle in [BMFPR11] , and the formula they found are similar to those of planar maps. This resemblance is not yet fully explained. More recently, Viennot and Préville-Ratelle proposed the generalized Tamari lattice in [PRVar] , and Préville-Ratelle and the present author proved intervals in all the generalized Tamari lattices of length n are in bijection with non-separable planar maps with n`2 edges. Our result is a more fine-grained study on these relations between planar maps and intervals in Tamari-like lattices. There are other works (see [CCP14, CP13] ) that relate Tamari intervals to combinatorial objects other than planar maps, which also provide insights to the structure of these intervals. Other 
Figure 1: A β-(1,0) tree and four types of trees than intervals in Tamari-like lattices, non-separable planar maps are also related to some families of pattern-avoiding permutations, which can be traced back to the work of Dulucq, Gire and West [DGW96] . This relation also motivated the study of βp1, 0q-trees [CKS09] . We hope that the structural relations we get here can lead to a transfer of results and methods between non-separable planar maps, generalized Tamari intervals and pattern-avoiding permutations. The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, definitions of the concerned combinatorial classes are laid out, alongside with a recursive decomposition and a notion of duality of each class. In Section 3, we prove that the natural bijections T and I defined in [FPR17] are in fact also canonical bijections with respect to the previously stated recursive decompositions. In Section 4, we prove that the three notions of duality in βp1, 0q-trees, non-separable planar maps and Tamari intervals are the same in the light of the canonical bijections. In Section 5, we take a small detour about how another recursive decomposition of non-separable planar maps is related to the previously stated one by duality. We end this article by a discussion about how various statistics are transferred under our bijections.
2 Recursive decompositions of related objects
Description trees
In [JS98] , to study non-separable planar maps, Jacquard and Schaeffer propose a combinatorial object that was later called βp1, 0q-tree in [CKS09] . We now pick up the formalism from [CKS13] and [KdM13] . A β-(1,0) tree is a rooted plane tree with labels on its nodes (internal ones and leaves) such that all leaves are labeled 1, the label of the root is the sum of the labels of its children, and for other internal nodes, their labels are between 1 and the sum of the labels of their children. Figure 1 gives an example of a β-(1,0) tree.
Let B n be the set of β-(1,0) trees with n edges, and B " Y ně1 B n the set of all β-(1,0) trees. We denote by rootpBq the label of the root of a β-(1,0) tree B.
We now consider the following recursive construction of β-(1,0) trees. Let B be a β-(1,0) tree and v its root, it must be in exactly one of the following four cases (referred later as types of trees), as in Fig. 1 .
• Type I: The root v has only one child, and it is a leaf.
• Type II: The root v has only one child, and it is an internal node.
• Type III: The root v has at least two children, and the leftmost one is a leaf.
• Type IV: The root v has at least two children, and the leftmost one is an internal node.
We now define some operations on β-(1,0) trees that will be used in the recursive decomposition. Let B be a β-(1,0) tree and k " rootpBq. For any 1 ď i ď k, we denote by ∆ B pB, iq the tree obtained by attaching the root of B to a new vertex as a child and label both the old and Proposition 2.1. Let B be a β-(1,0) tree, for any 1 ď i ď rootpBq, we have Π B p∆ B pB, iqq " B and rootp∆ B pB, iqq " i. Moreover, for any β-(1,0) tree B 1 of type II such that Π B pB 1 q " B, there is a unique integer j between 1 and rootpBq such that B 1 " ∆ B pB, jq.
Let B 1 , B 2 be two β-(1,0) trees, k " rootpB 1 q and 1 ď i ď k. We denote by ' B pB 1 , i, B 2 q the tree obtained by identifying the two roots of ∆ B pB 1 , iq and B 2 , with the original root of B 1 as the leftmost child of the new root. The new root is then labeled by the sum of labels of its children. By definition, we have ' B pB 1 , i, B 2 q P B. Conversely, given a β-(1,0) tree B of type IV, we denote by hd B pBq the sub-tree rooted at the leftmost child of the root, with root label adjusted, and tl B pBq the other parts of the tree with root label adjusted. From definition we know that hd B pBq and tl B pBq are both β-(1,0) trees. These functions are illustrated in the right part of Figure 2 . The names hd B and tl B is taken from functional programming terminology, meaning "head" and "tail" respectively of a list. The following properties of ' B , hd B and tl B are also clear.
Proposition 2.2. For two β-(1,0) trees B 1 , B 2 and an integer 1 ď i ď rootpB 1 q, we have hd B p' B pB 1 , i, B 2" B 1 , tl B p' B pB 1 , i, B 2" B 2 and rootp' B pB 1 , i, B 2" i`rootpB 2 q.
Furthermore, for any β-(1,0) tree B 1 of type IV, if hd B pB 1 q " B 1 and tl B pB 1 q " B 2 , then there is a unique integer j between 1 and rootpB 1 q such that B 1 " ' B pB 1 , j, B 2 q.
We now have the following recursive decomposition of β-(1,0) trees according to tree types.
• Type I: This is the base case of the recursive decomposition.
• Type II: In this case, the function Π B applies. By Proposition 2.1, we can get all trees in this case once and only once using ∆ B .
• Type III: The leftmost child of the root v is a leaf. By removing and decreasing the label of v by 1, we get a smaller β-(1,0) tree. We can get any β-(1,0) tree in this case by first taking an arbitrary β-(1,0) tree B 1 , then attaching a leaf to the root of B 1 and the leftmost child and adding 1 to the root label.
• Type IV: In this case, the function hd B and tl B apply. By Proposition 2.2, we can get all trees in this case once and only once using ' B .
Non-separable planar maps
We now turn to non-separable planar maps. A planar map is an embedding of an undirected graph into the plane, with one distinguished and oriented edge adjacent to the infinite face Figure 3 : A non-separable planar map and its dual called the root. As a convention, the infinite face of a planar map is called the outer face, and it should be on the left of the root. We call the face on the right of the root the core face. The starting vertex of the root is called the root vertex . A planar map is called separable if its edges can be partitioned into two sets S, T such that exactly one vertex v is adjacent to edges of both sets. In this case, the vertex v is called a cut vertex . A non-separable planar map (or simply NSP-map) is a planar map with at least two edges that is not separable. We exclude the two one-edges maps here. Figure 3 gives an example of a non-separable planar map. We now consider the duality on NSP-maps. The dual of a planar map M , denoted by dualpM q, is the map obtained by the following process: we first put a vertex v f inside each face f of M , then for each edge e adjacent to two (not necessarily distinct) faces f 1 , f 2 , we put an edge e˚that links v f1 and v f2 which only crosses e among edges in M and only once. We say that v f is the dual vertex of f , and f the dual face of v f . Furthermore, the root vertex of dualpM q is the dual vertex of the outer face of M , and the outer face of dualpM q is the dual face of the root vertex of M . This definition of duality is also illustrated in Figure 3 . We notice that our notion of duality is exactly the same as that in [KdMN14] . The following property was proved by Tutte in [Tut63] . Let M n be the set of NSP-maps containing n`1 edges, and M " Ť ně1 M n the set of all NSP-maps. For M an NSP-map and v its root vertex, we define the statistics degpM q " degpvq´1 as the degree of its root vertex minus 1.
We now consider a recursive construction of NSP-maps that we call the parallel decomposition. Let M be an NSP-map and e " pv Ñ uq its root. By contracting e to a new vertex v 1 , we get another planar map M 1 that may be separable or contain loops. However, the only possible cut vertex of M 1 is v 1 , since a cut vertex w 1 ‰ v 1 in M 1 must also corresponds to a cut vertex in M . By cutting v 1 in M 1 , we may have several non-separable components. We observe that, since M is non-separable, each component must be adjacent to both v and u in M , we thus have all components separated by faces that are adjacent to both u and v in M , giving M an onion-like structure. Among the components of M 1 , the innermost component is the one containing the core face.
The map M must fall in exactly one of the following four cases (referred later as parallel types of NSP-maps), as illustrated in Figure 4 .
• Type I: M 1 has only one component, and it is a loop.
• Type II: M 1 has only one component, and it is not a loop.
• Type III: M 1 has at least two components, with the innermost one a loop.
• Type IV: M 1 has at least two components, with the innermost one not a loop. As a remark, previous studies on NSP-maps (c.f. [CS03, JS98] ) usually use another decomposition that we call the series decomposition that decompose an NSP-map by deleting the root and investigating the non-separable components, which are now linked by cut vertices one by one like sausages. Figure 5 gives a visual comparison of these two decompositions. We will see that our parallel approach is better adapted to natural bijections. The relation between series and parallel decompositions will be discussed later.
We now define some operations on NSP-maps that will be used in the parallel decomposition. Let M be an NSP-map with the root e " pv Ñ uq (with an orientation from v to u). We denote by Π M pM q the map obtained by contracting e and rooting at the next edge e 1 on the outer face in clockwise order. We see that Π M pM q is non-separable if and only if M is of type II. For any 1 ď i ď degpM q, we denote by ∆ M pM, iq the map obtained by splitting the root vertex v along the outer face into two new vertices u and v, with u adjacent to e and v of degree i, then adding an edge e 1 pointing from v to u as the new root. The left part of Figure 6 illustrates the definition of these two functions. We have the following properties of these functions.
Proposition 2.4. Let M be a NSP-map, i be an integer between 1 and degpM q and M 1 " ∆ M pM, iq. We have degpM 1 q " i and Π M pM 1 q " M , and M 1 is also an NSP-map. Furthermore, for any NSP-map N such that Π M pN q " M , there exists a unique integer j between 1 and degpM q such that N " ∆ M pM, jq.
Proof. From the definition of ∆ M and Π M , it is clear that degpM 1 q " iq and Π M pM 1 q " M . To prove that M 1 P M, let e 1 " tu 1 , v 1 u be the new edge introduced in M 1 that contracts to a vertex v in M . Any partition of edges in M 1 must take the form S Y teu, T , where S, T is a partition of edges in M . Let V be the set of vertices of M adjacent to edges both in S and T , and V 1 the same set for S Y teu and T in M 1 . Since M is an NSP-map, V has at least two
Either case implies that V 1 has at least two elements, thus M 1 is an NSP-map. For the second point, let e 1 be the root of N . Since Π M pN q " M , we can get M from N by contracting e 1 to a vertex v in M . Therefore, by splitting v into two vertices linked by an edge e, we obtain N . By planarity and the fact that the outer face remains invariant, the way of splitting v is totally determined by the degree of v after splitting, thus exhausted by all ∆ M pM, jq with 1 ď j ď degpM q, which implies that N must also be in this form.
Let M 1 , M 2 be two NSP-maps, and 1 ď i ď degpM 1 q. We denote by ' M pM 1 , i, M 2 q the map obtained by putting ∆ M pM 1 , iq in the core face of B 2 and identifying the two roots. Conversely, given an NSP-map M of type IV, we define hd M pM q to be the innermost nonseparable component of Π M pM q (with the two vertices of the root of M identified), and tl M pM q the map that remains after removing hd M pM q from M . Both hd M pM q and tl M pM q are NSPmaps. The right part of Figure 6 illustrates the definitions of ' M , hd M and tl M . We have the following properties.
Proposition 2.5. For two NSP-maps M 1 , M 2 and an integer i between 1 and degpM 1 q, the map M " ' M pM 1 , i, M 2 q is also an NSP-map, and
Furthermore, for any NSP-map M 1 of type IV, if hd M pM 1 q " M 1 and tl M pM 1 q " M 2 , then there exists a unique integer j between 1 and degpM 1 q such that
Proof. We first prove that M P M. Let S, T be a partition of edges in M , and e " tu, vu its root. By construction of M , we know that all edges in M originate either from M 1 or from M 2 . We consider the set of edges E 2 originating from M 2 . If neither S X E 2 nor T X E 2 is empty, since M 2 is an NSP-map, S X E 2 and T X E 2 must have at least two common adjacent vertices, thus S and T as well. The case where neither S X E 1 nor T X E 1 can be treated similarly. The only case left to check is S " E 1 and T " E 2 , or symmetrically S " E 2 and T " E 1 , but in this case both u and v are adjacent to S and T . Therefore, for any partition S, T , there are at least two vertices adjacent to both edges in S and in T . We conclude that M is an NSP-map. The equalities follow easily from the construction. For the second point, by duplicating the root, we can separate M 1 into two maps, one isomorphic to M 2 , the other, denoted by M We now consider the parallel decomposition in each case.
• Type I: This is the base case, which is a map of a pair of double edges.
• Type II: In this case, the function Π M applies. By Proposition 2.4, all NSP-maps in this case can be obtained bijectively by applying ∆ M to NSP-maps with all possible extra parameters.
• Type III: Let e 1 be the edge in M corresponding to the loop. By deleting e 1 in M , we get a smaller NSP-map. To obtain an NSP-map M in this case, we take an arbitrary NSP-map M 1 and duplicate its root, and we have degpM q " degpM 1 q`1.
• Type IV: In this case, the functions hd M and tl M apply. By Proposition 2.5, all NSPmaps in this case can be obtained bijectively by applying ' M to NSP-maps with all possible extra parameters.
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This recursive construction of NSP-maps is isomorphic to that of β-(1,0) tree, their size parameters coincide, and the statistics deg and root coincide too. We define the canonical bijection φ M from the set of NSP-map M to the set of β-(1,0) trees B by the following recursive definition on the four types of NSP-maps. Let M be an NSP-map, we define recursively φ M pM q according to its type as follows.
• Type I: φ M pM q is the type I β-(1,0) tree.
• Type II: We have M " ∆ M pM 1 , iq, and we define φ M pM q " ∆ B pφ M pM 1 q, iq.
• Type III: Let M 1 be the map obtained by deleting the edge corresponding to the loop. We define φ M pM q be the type III β-(1,0) tree obtained from φ M pM 1 q.
• Type IV:
Decorated trees
In [FPR17] , the authors defined a family of labeled plane trees called decorated trees, which is related to NSP-maps. Here, we take the convention that the root of a tree has depth 0. For a vertex in a tree, its direct sub-trees are sub-trees induced by one of its children. The traversal order of leaves in a tree is the order induced by the prefix traversal of the tree. A decorated tree is a rooted plane tree where each leaf has a label at least´1, satisfying the following conditions.
1. The label of a leaf must be strictly less than the depth of its parent.
2. For each internal node with depth p ą 0, it has at least one descendant leaf with a label at most p´2.
3. Let t be an internal node of depth p and T 1 one of its direct sub-trees. For any leaf in T 1 whose label is the same as the depth p of t, leaves in T 1 coming before in traversal order have labels at least p.
The right side of Figure 11 is an example of a decorated tree. We denote by T n the set of decorated trees with n edges (internal and external), and T " Ť ně1 T n the set of all decorated trees. A leaf with label´1 is called a free leaf , and we denote by flpT q the number of free leaves of a decorated tree T . By considering the first condition of decorated trees on nodes of depth 1, we know that every decorated tree containing an internal node other than the root has at least one free leaf. This also applies to decorated trees without any internal node other than the root, where all leaves must be free leaves.
Much alike previous objects, decorated trees has a recursive decomposition in four cases exactly like that of β-(1,0) trees, illustrated in Figure 1 . We now define some operations on decorated trees that will be used in the recursive decomposition.
Let T be a decorated tree and k " flpT q. For any 1 ď i ď k, we denote by ∆ T pT, iq the tree obtained by attaching T to a new vertex v as a direct sub-tree, adding 1 to each leaf except for the last i free leaves. If T is of type II, we define Π T pT q as the tree obtained by removing the root and subtracting 1 from each leaf label, except free leaves. These functions are illustrated in the left part of Figure 7 . We have the following properties.
Proposition 2.6. Let T be a decorated tree and k " flpT q. For any integer i between 1 and k, the tree ∆ T pT, iq is a decorated tree, and we have Π T p∆ T pT, iqq " T and flp∆ T pT, iqq " i. Moreover, for any decorated tree T 1 of type II, Π T pT 1 q is also a decorated tree, and if Π T pT 1 q " T , there exists a unique integer j between 1 and k such that T 1 " ∆ T pT, jq.
Proof. We first prove that ∆ T pT, iq P T by checking all the conditions. By construction, comparing to T , the depth of every node and every leaf label are both incremented by 1, except for some free leaves. Therefore, since T is a decorated tree, the first condition is satisfied by all
Figure 7: Functions related to the recursive decomposition of decorated trees leaves since free leaves satisfy it automatically. For the second condition, we only need to check the unique child u of the root. Since u is of depth 1, the second condition on u is satisfied by the existence of i ě 1 free leaves. For the third condition, the only possible violation is that a free leaf precedes a leaf with label 0, which is impossible by construction. Therefore, ∆ T pT, iq P T . From construction, we know that Π T p∆ T pT, iqq " T and flp∆ T pT, iqq " i.
We now prove that Π T pT 1 q P T . Comparing to T 1 , the depth of every node and the label of every leaf are both decremented by 1, except for free leaves. Therefore, since T 1 is a decorated tree, all conditions are automatically satisfied, thus Π T pT 1 q P T . For Π T pT 1 q " T , to go from T to T 1 , the only ambiguity lies in the free leaves, since some free leaves of T can get a label 0 in T 1 . However, due to the third condition, all leaves with label 0 in T 1 must precede free leaves in traversal order, and there is at least one free leaf. Therefore, T 1 must be of the form ∆ T pT, jq.
Let T 1 , T 2 be two decorated trees, and 1 ď i ď flpT 1 q. We denote by ' T pT 1 , i, T 2 q the decorated tree obtained by identifying the roots of ∆ T pT 1 , iq and T 2 , from left to right. Conversely, given a decorated tree T of type IV, we define hd T pT q and tl T pT q as follows: we first split the root to get two trees, one (denoted by T hd ) that contains the leftmost direct sub-tree, the other (denoted by T tl ) being the remainder, and we define hd T pT q " Π T pT hd q and tl T pT q " T tl . We observe that both T hd and T tl satisfy all conditions of decorated trees, and by Proposition 2.6, we know that hd T pT q and tl T pT q are decorated trees. We also easily verify that tl T pT q is also a decorated tree. These functions are illustrated on the right side of Figure 7 . We have the following properties.
Proposition 2.7. For two decorated trees T 1 , T 2 and an integer i between 1 and flpT 1 q, the tree T " ' T pT 1 , i, T 2 q is also a decorated tree, with hd T pT q " T 1 , tl T pT q " T 2 and flpT q " i`flpT 2 q.
Furthermore, for any decorated tree T 1 of type IV, if hd T pT 1 q " T 1 and tl T pT 1 q " T 2 , then there exists a unique integer j between 1 and flpT 1 q such that
Proof. We first prove that T P T . We already know from Proposition 2.6 that ∆ T pT 1 , iq is a decorated tree. The only condition of decorated trees to check on T is the third, but since it only concerns one direct sub-tree of an internal node, the fact that both ∆ T pT 1 , iq and T 2 are decorated trees implies that the third condition is also satisfied by T , thus T P T . From the construction, we have hd T pT q " T 1 , tl T pT q " T 2 and flpT q " i`flpT 2 q.
For the second point, we can split T 1 into T 1 hd and T 1 tl as in the definition of tl T . We then have T 1 tl " T 2 and Π T pT 1 hd q " hd T pT 1 q " T 1 , and the result follows from Proposition 2.6.
We now consider the recursive decomposition of decorated trees of each tree type.
• Type I: This is the base case, where flpT q " 1. The function Π T applies in this case. By Proposition 2.6, all decorated trees of type II can be obtained once and only once using ∆ T .
• Type III: Let be the leftmost child of v, which is a leaf. By the first condition of decorated trees, must be a free leaf. By removing , we get a smaller decorated tree T 1 with flpT 1 q " flpT q´1, satisfying all conditions. Every decorated tree of type III can be obtained by attaching a free leaf on the left side of the root of a decorated tree.
• Type IV: In this case, the functions hd T and tl T apply. By Proposition 2.7, all decorated trees of type IV can be obtained once and only once using ' T .
We observe that this recursive construction is isomorphic to that of β-(1,0) trees, with the statistic fl corresponding to root. We thus define the canonical map φ T from the set of decorated trees T to the set of β-(1,0) trees B by identifying all four cases of recursive decomposition. Figure 8 gives an example of the image of a decorated tree by φ T .
Synchronized intervals
A Dyck path is a non-empty path on Z 2 consisting of up steps u " p1, 1q and down steps d " p´1, 1q that starts from the origin, ends on the x-axis and always stays above the x-axis. We can also see a Dyck path as a word in the alphabet tu, du. It is clear that a Dyck path always consists of an even number of steps, and it has as many up steps as down steps. The size of a Dyck path is defined as the number of steps divided by 2. A Dyck path of size n thus has n up steps and n down steps. Let D be a Dyck path of size n, and i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n be the indices in D such that i k " u for all k. The type TypepDq of D is a word w in the alphabet tN, Eu of length n´1, such that, for any k from 1 to n´1, w k " E if i k`1 " i k`1 , and w k " N otherwise. In other words, w k " E if and only if the k th up step of D is followed by an up step. The well-known Tamari lattice can be defined on Dyck paths. Let D n be the set of Dyck paths of size n, and D " Y ně0 D n be the set of all Dyck paths (including the empty path). We now define a covering relation on D n . Let D be an element of D n that can be written (as a word) as D " V dD 1 W , where V, W are words in letters u, d and D 1 is a strictly smaller Dyck path. We then construct D 1 " V D 1 dW , which is also a Dyck path, and we say that D covers D 1 . The Tamari lattice pD n , ĺq of order n is given by the transitive closure ĺ of the covering relation we just defined. Readers are referred to [PRVar] for a more detailed description of the Tamari lattice.
An interval in the Tamari lattice pD n , ĺq of order n ě 1 is simply a pair of comparable Dyck paths rD 1 , D 2 s with D 1 ĺ D 2 . We observe here that the empty Dyck path is not allowed in any interval. An interval pD 1 , D 2 q is called synchronized if D 1 and D 2 are of the same type. We denote by I n the set of synchronized intervals in the Tamari lattice of order n, and I " Y ně1 I n the set of all synchronized intervals. Synchronized intervals are in bijection with
Figure 9: Decomposition of synchronized intervals intervals in the so-called "generalized Tamari lattices" (cf. [PRVar] ). In [FPR17] , a bijection between synchronized intervals and decorated trees was established, which motivates our study of synchronized intervals here. We now investigate a recursive decomposition of synchronized intervals. A contact of a Dyck path D is a lattice point of D that is also on the x-axis. For example, the Dyck path uduududduudd has 4 contacts. For a synchronized interval I " rP, Qs, we denote by contpIq the number of contacts of the smaller path P minus 1. We can also say that the initial contact p0, 0q of P is ignored in contpDq. A properly pointed synchronized interval is a synchronized interval rP, Qs with a distinguished non-initial contact, which is also written as rP P r , Qs, where P " P P r is split by the distinguished contact into two sub-paths P and P r , where P is a non-empty Dyck path. We denote by I ‚ n the set of properly pointed synchronized intervals of size n. It is clear that the number of properly pointed synchronized intervals corresponding to I is contpIq.
We now reformulate a recursive decomposition proved in [FPR17] .
Proposition 2.8. Let rP, Qs be a synchronized interval in the Tamari lattice of order n. There is a unique way to decompose the two Dyck paths P and Q as
where the sub-paths P 1 , P r 1 , P 2 , Q 1 , Q 2 satisfies: • Each path is either empty or a Dyck path;
• P 1 P r 1 is empty if and only if Q 1 is empty, P 2 is empty if and only if Q 2 is empty;
• When not empty, rP 1 P r 1 , Q 1 s is a properly pointed synchronized interval, and rP 2 , Q 2 s is synchronized interval;
• If P 1 is empty, then both P r 1 and Q 1 are empty. Let be the empty path. The decomposition above is a bijection between I and`tr , su Y
Figure 9 illustrate this decomposition. A proof of Proposition 2.8 can be found in [FPR17] . Let I " rP, Qs be a synchronized interval, and let P " uP 1 dP r 1 P 2 and Q " uQ 1 dQ 2 be its decomposition as in Proposition 2.8. According to whether P 1 and P 2 are empty or not, the interval I can be put into the following four types (see Figure 10 ):
• Type I: Both P 1 and P 2 are empty, which implies P " Q " ud;
• Type II: P 1 is not empty, but P 2 is empty, which implies P " uP 1 dP r 1 and Q " uQ 1 d, where rP 1 P r 1 , Q 1 s is a synchronized interval;
• Type III: P 1 is empty, but P 2 is not empty, which implies P " udP 2 and Q " udQ 2 , where rP 2 , Q 2 s is a synchronized interval;
• Type IV: Neither P 1 nor P 2 is empty, which implies that both rP 1 P r 1 , Q 1 s and rP 2 , Q 2 s are synchronized intervals.
(I) (II)
(III) (IV)
Figure 10: Synchronized intervals of different types
We now define a few operations according to the types above. Let I " rP, Qs be a synchronized interval, and k " contpIq.
1 of type II can be uniquely written as I 1 " ∆ I pJ, iq, where J is a synchronized interval.
Proposition 2.10. For two synchronized intervals I 1 , I 2 and an integer 1 ď i ď contpI 1 q, let I " ' I pI 1 , i, I 2 q. We have hd I pIq " I 1 , tl I pIq " I 2 and contpIq " i`contpI 2 q. Furthermore, every synchronized interval I 1 of type IV can be uniquely written as
We observe that the recursive construction of synchronized intervals is also isomorphic to that of β-(1,0) trees, with the statistic of lower path contacts contpIq that plays the same role as the statistic of root label rootpBq. We thus define the canonical map φ I from the set of synchronized intervals I to the set of β-(1,0) trees B by identifying all the cases of both recursive decompositions.
Natural canonical bijections
In this section, we discuss two bijections from [FPR17] relating objects we mentioned above: the bijection T from NSP-maps to decorated trees, and the bijection I from decorated trees to synchronized intervals. We then show that both T and I are canonical bijections with respect to the recursive decompositions for each class of objects, albeit the fact that they are defined as direct bijections.
In [FPR17] , the authors gave a bijection T between NSP-maps and decorated trees via the following depth-first search procedure. For an NSP-map M with its root e " pv Ñ uq, we first delete e in M , mark u and v as visited, then proceed a depth-first search starting from u and the edge next to e on the outer face, and at each time we explore a new vertex, the edges of the newly visited vertex should be then visited in clockwise order. Each newly visited edge leading to an already visited vertex of depth p produces a leaf with label p, with the convention that v is of depth´1. We thus have a tree with labels on its leaves, and it has been proved in [FPR17] that it is always a decorated tree. This bijection is illustrated in Figure 11 .
Proposition 3.1. For any n ě 1, the function T is a bijection from M n to T n that transfers the deg statistic in M n to fl in T n . A direct proof that does not depend on recursive decompositions can be found in [FPR17] . In the following, we will also give a proof that T is a bijection using a recursive decomposition of decorated trees. More precisely, we prove that T illustrated in Figure 11 is the canonical bijection from our parallel decomposition of NSP-maps to decorated trees.
Theorem 3.2. We have φ M " φ T˝T , where φ M ( resp. φ T ) is the canonical bijections from NSP-maps ( resp. decorated trees) to β-(1,0) trees.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the size of NSP-maps. Let M P M n , we verify that φ M pM q " φ T pTpMaccording to the type of M while supposing that any map M 1 with a size smaller than M satisfies φ M pM 1 q " φ T pTpM 1 qq.
• Type I: This is the base case, and we easily observe that φ M pM q " φ T pTpM qq.
• Type II: Figure 12 gives an illustration of this case. We know that M " ∆ M pM 1 , iq for a certain NSP-map M 1 and 1 ď i ď degpM 1 q by Proposition 2.4. By induction hypothesis, we only need to prove that TpM q " ∆ T pTpM 1 q, iq. Let v be the root vertex of M 1 and pv, wq the root of M 1 . Consider the exploration process that constructs TpM q. The two maps M and M 1 only differs in that v in M 1 is split into v and u in M , which does not affect the exploration process since they are all marked as visited at the beginning. Therefore, the exploration of M starts with the edge pu, wq, and the rest is the same as that of M 1 . Ignoring the edge pu, wq, the two decorated trees diverge only in that some free leaves in TpM 1 q become leaves labeled by 0 in TpM q pointing to u. Therefore, Π T pT 1 q " TpM 1 q. Since flpTpM" i and Π T pT 1 q " TpM 1 q, by Proposition 2.6, we have TpM q " ∆ T pTpM 1 q, iq.
• Type III: Let e 1 be the edge corresponding to the loop after contraction of the root, and M 1 the map after deleting e 1 . In the construction of TpM q, the edge e 1 is visited last and is a free leaf, while the remainder is TpM 1 q.
• Type IV: In this case, we know that M " ' M pM 1 , i, M 2 q for two smaller NSP-maps M 1 , M 2 and 1 ď i ď degpM 1 q. In the construction of TpM q, the part of M 1 is visited last and mapped to the leftmost direct sub-tree of the root. Let T 1 " TpM 1 q and T 2 " TpM 2 q, by induction hypothesis, similar to the type II case, we have Tp∆ M pM 1 , iqq " ∆ T pT 1 , iq, thus TpM q " ' T pT 1 , i, T 2 q " φ M pM q by the definition of ' T .
We thus complete the induction and we have φ M " φ T˝T .
Since both φ M and φ T are canonical recursive bijections, from Theorem 3.2 we conclude that, albeit the non-recursive definition, T is also the canonical recursive bijection from the set M of NSP-maps in parallel decomposition to the set T of decorated trees. We thus have Proposition 3.1 as a consequence of Theorem 3.2. Furthermore, we have the following observation.
Proposition 3.3. Let T be a decorated tree. Disregarding labels, T and φ T pT q are the same tree.
Therefore, for a decorated tree T , the only difference between T and φ T pT q is that we have labels only on leaves of T , but on every node of φ T pT q. We want a more direct, non-recursive way to construct φ T pT q from T by converting between these two kinds of labels. We define the following map ϕ T from T to B. Let T be a decorated tree. For an internal node of T of depth p ą 0, we label it by the number of descendant leaves with labels at most p´2. We label the root of T by flpT q. By changing all leaf labels to 1, we get a tree with labels on every node that we denote by ϕ T pT q. An example can be found in Figure 8 .
Proposition 3.4. For any decorated tree T , the tree ϕ T pT q is the β-(1,0) tree φ T pT q.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on T . In the following, we will consider T in different types, and we suppose that any decorated tree T 1 whose size is smaller than T satisfies ϕ T pT 1 q " φ T pT 1 q.
• Type I: This is the base case, and we verify that ϕ T pT q " φ T pT q in this case.
• Type II: In this case, we have T " ∆ T pT 1 , iq for some T 1 and i, thus φ T pT q " ∆ B pϕ T pT 1 q, iq by induction hypothesis, and we only need to prove that ϕ T pT q " ∆ B pϕ T pT 1 q, iq. Let u be the root of T 1 . The operation ∆ T increments leaf labels and depth of internal nodes by 1, except for some free leaves. Therefore, ϕ T pT q is ϕ T pT 1 q attached to a new node as root, only changing the label of u, which is i in ϕ T pT q since there are i free leaves in the descendants of u in T . This construction agrees with ∆ B .
• Type III: In this case, T is obtained by attaching a leaf to another tree T 1 . By the first condition of decorated trees, must be free, which implies that rootpϕ T pT" rootpϕ T pT 1 qq`1 " rootpφ T pT qq. Other parts of ϕ T pT q also agree with those of φ T pT q.
• Type IV: In this case, we have T " ' T pT 1 , i, T 2 q for some T 1 , T 2 and i, thus φ T pT q " ' B pϕ T pT 1 q, i, ϕ T pT 2by induction hypothesis, and we only need to prove that ϕ T pT q " ' B pϕ T pT 1 q, i, ϕ T pT 2 qq. This is correct, since by the case of type II, we have ϕ T p∆ T pT 1 , iqq " ∆ B pφ T pT q, iq, and the identification of roots commutes with ϕ T .
We have completed all cases, and by induction, we have ϕ T pT q " φ T pT q for all T P T .
We now present the bijection I from decorated trees to synchronized intervals that was given in [FPR17] . For a decorated tree T , we say that a leaf is the certificate of a non-root internal node u if is the first leaf in left-to-right order that makes u satisfy the second condition of decorated trees. We now define the certificate-counting function c of T as a function on leaves of T , such that for every leaf , we have cp q the number of internal nodes whose certificate is . This function c is called the "charges" in [FPR17] . We now define the bijection I from decorated trees to synchronized intervals as follows, with an example illustrated in Figure 13 . Given a decorated tree T , we perform a counter-clockwise depth-first traversal of T , and we get a Dyck path QpT q that records the variation of depth in our traversal. For the other Dyck path PpT q, we perform the same traversal starting with PpT q an empty word, then at each time we explore a new edge, we append an up step u to PpT q, and when we meet a leaf , we append d cp q`1 to PpT q. We then have the full PpT q after the traversal. The two paths PpT q and QpT q form a synchronized interval, denoted by IpT q " rPpT q, QpT qs.
Proposition 3.5 (Theorem 4.11 in [FPR17] ). The function I is a bijection from I to T .
Readers are referred to [FPR17] for a description of the reverse direction and a detailed proof of Proposition 3.5.
We have the following lemma that relates free leaves in a decorated tree to contacts of the lower path of the corresponding synchronized interval.
Lemma 3.6. Let T be a decorated tree and I " IpT q " rP, Qs its corresponding synchronized interval. For a free leaf of T , let P be the initial segment of P given by the traversal just after visiting . Then P is a Dyck path.
Proof. Let 1 , . . . , k be the leaves that comes before in traversal order, and m the number of non-root internal nodes visited before visiting . By the construction of IpT q, we have m`k`1 up steps and cp q`ř k i"1 cp i q`k`1 down steps in P . Let u be a non-root internal node that is visited before . If u is not an ancestor of , then its certificate, which is one of its descendant leaf, must precede in the traversal order. If u is an ancestor of , since the free leaf has a label´1, the certificate of u cannot come after . Therefore, all non-root internal nodes have their certificate being or preceding , which make cp q`ř k i"1 cp i q ě m. However, since P is a Dyck path, we must have equality, which means P is also a Dyck path.
By Lemma 3.6, we see that free leaves in a decorated tree are in one-to-one correspondence with non-initial contacts in the lower path of the corresponding synchronized interval.
We now prove that the bijection I is canonical with respect to recursive decompositions of decorated trees and synchronized intervals.
Theorem 3.7. We have φ T " φ I˝I , where φ T ( resp. φ I ) is the canonical bijection from decorated trees ( resp. synchronized intervals) to β-(1,0) trees.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the size of decorated trees. Let T be a decorated tree. Suppose that every decorated tree T 1 with strictly fewer nodes than T satisfies φ T pT 1 q " φ I pIpT 1 qq. We now prove that φ T pT q " φ I pIpT qq. We denote by I " rP, Qs " IpT q the corresponding synchronized interval of T .
• Type I: This is the base case, and we easily check φ T pT q " φ I pIpT qq.
• Type II: We have T " ∆ T pT 1 , iq with T 1 smaller than T in this case. Let rP 1 , Q 1 s " IpT 1 q. By the definition of I, we have Q " uQ 1 d. By the definition of ∆ T , the certificate of a nonroot node in T 1 remains the same in T . For the has-been root of T 1 , since its depth is 1 in T , its certificate is the first free leaf in T . Therefore, by Lemma 3.6, we have P " uP 1 1 dP 1 2 with P 1 1 a non-empty Dyck path, and contpP 1 2 q " i. We thus have I " ∆ I pIpT 1 q, iq, and by the induction hypothesis we conclude this case.
• Type III: In this case, the leftmost child of the root of T is a leaf, and by the definition of decorated trees, it has a label´1. Let T 1 be the tree T with removed, which remains a decorated tree. Let rP 1 , Q 1 s " IpT 1 q, it is clear that Q " udQ 1 . Since has no influence on the certificate of all the non-root internal nodes, we have P " udP 1 . Therefore, I is also of type III and constructed from IpT 1 q.
• Type IV: We have T " ' T pT 1 , i, T 2 q with T 1 , T 2 smaller than T in this case. Let rP 1 , Q 1 s " IpT 1 q and rP 2 , Q 2 s " IpT 2 q. From the definition of ' T , we have Q " uQ 1 dQ 2 . For the lower path P , we observe that the certificate of a node u in T 2 remains the same in T , as the certificate must be a descendant leaf of u. Therefore, the part of P due to traversal in the part due to T 2 is exactly P 2 . For the part due to T 1 , we can refer to the type II case. Therefore, we have P " uP 1,1 dP 1,2 P 2 , with contpP 1,2 q " i, which then implies that I " ' I pIpT 1 q, i, IpT 2 qq. By the induction hypothesis, we conclude this case.
We have verified all four cases, and by induction on the size of T , we have that φ T " φ I˝I .
Map duality, involution h and order-reversing involution in the Tamari lattice
In this section, we study the mysterious involution h on β-(1,0) trees defined by Claesson, Kitaev and Steingrímsson in [CKS09] . The following description of h is adapted from [CKS13] to our recursive decomposition. The involution h is defined recursively on the set of β-(1,0) trees as follows. We first define the rightmost path of a plane tree T to be the path from the root to the rightmost leaf, and rpathpT q the number of edges on the rightmost path. Let B be a β-(1,0) tree. We will define hpBq according to the tree type of B, as illustrated in Figure 14 .
• Type I: This is the base case, which is the tree with only one leaf. In this case, hpBq " B.
• Type II: B " ∆ B pB 1 , iq for some B 1 and i. To construct hpBq, we first take the β-(1,0) tree hpB 1 q, then add 1 to the first i nodes on its rightmost path, starting from the root, and we finish by attaching a new leaf as the rightmost child of the i-th node.
• Type III: In this case, let B 1 be the β-(1,0) tree resulted from deleting the leftmost child of the root and decreasing the root label by 1. To get hpBq from hpB 1 q, we attach a new leaf to the rightmost leaf of hpB 1 q, which becomes an internal node.
• Type IV: In this case B " ' B pB 1 , i, B 2 q for some B 1 , B 2 and i. Let B Readers familiar with the definition of the involution h in [CKS13] may notice that our definition here differs from the original in the "decomposable cases" (type III, IV), where we decompose from left to right while the original definition proceeds from right to left. However, we can see that the two definitions are the same by looking at the result of successive iterations as in Figure 5 of [KdM13] .
The following results were proved in [CKS13] and [KdM13] .
Theorem 4.1 ([CKS13]).
The function h is an involution on B n for every n ě 1. Furthermore, for a β-(1,0) tree B, we have rootpBq " rpathphpBqq. In the following, we will give a bijective proof of both theorems. In fact, we prove that the function h on β-(1,0) trees corresponds via φ M to the duality on NSP-maps. We start by describing the counterpart of h in decorated trees, denoted by h T . Let T be a decorated tree. We define recursively h T pT q according to the tree type of T , as illustrated in Figure 15 .
• Type I: This is the base case, the tree with only one leaf, which is free. In this case, h T pT q " T .
• Type II: T " ∆ T pT 1 , iq for some T 1 and i. To construct h T pT q, we first take h T pT 1 q, then attach a free leaf to the i-th node on the rightmost path as the rightmost child.
• Type III: Let T 1 be T after removing . To construct h T pT q, we take h T pT 1 q and attach a free leaf to its rightmost leaf, which becomes an internal node.
• Type IV: T " ∆ T pT 1 , i, T 2 q for some T 1 , T 2 and i. Let T Proof. Since φ T is a bijection, we will prove instead h˝φ T " φ T˝hT by induction on the size of β-(1,0) trees. In the following, we will use the description of φ T by ϕ T . The first three cases can be easily checked, and we concentrate on type IV case where T " ∆ T pT 1 , i, T 2 q. In φ T ph T pT qq, the part coming from T 2 is identical to that in hpφ T pT 2by induction hypothesis. For the part coming from T 1 , in both φ T ph T pTand hpφ T pT qq, we have added rpathph T pT 2to each leaf Figure 16 : The decorated tree of an NSP-map and its dual (except the rightmost one, which is always free) while the depth of each node in this part also increases by rpathph T pT 2 qq. We thus conclude the induction.
We will now see that the duality on NSP-maps is exactly the involution h T on corresponding decorated trees. Figure 16 gives an example of how map duality affects the decorated tree of an NSP-map.
Theorem 4.4. The decorated trees of an NSP-map and its dual are related by the involution h T , or equivalently, we have dual " T´1˝h T˝T .
Proof. We only need to prove that T˝dual " h T˝T . We will proceed by induction on the size NSP-maps. Let M be an NSP-map, e its root and v its root vertex. We suppose that any NSP-map N with fewer edges than M satisfies TpdualpN" h T pTpN qq. By the construction of dualpM q, the rightmost path of TpdualpMcontains dual edges of edges adjacent to v in M , except the edge that precedes e on the outer face. With this observation, we analyze all four possible types of M .
• Type I: It is clear that TpdualpM" h T pTpMin this base case.
• Type II: This case is illustrated by the left part of Figure 17 . In this case, M " ∆ M pM 1 , iq for some M 1 and i. We can get dualpM q from dualpM 1 q by adding the extra dual edge of the new edge in M , which is the root and is adjacent to the outer face, thus also a free leaf in TpdualpM qq. This extra free leave does not alter the DFS process of dualpM q, since it visits the root vertex of dualpM q. This new free leaf is the rightmost leaf of TpdualpM qq, and degpM q " i, implying that it must be attached to the i-th vertex on the rightmost path of TpdualpM 1 qq, which agrees with the definition of h T in this case.
• Type III: In this case, the core face of M is adjacent to the root e and another edge e 1 . By deleting e 1 , we have another NSP-map M 1 , and dualpM q can be obtained by inserting a vertex in the middle of the dual edge of e in dualpM 1 q. Since e corresponds to the rightmost leaf in TpdualpM 1 qq, we can get TpdualpMby attaching a free leaf to the rightmost leaf of TpdualpM 1 qq, which agrees with the definition of h T in this case.
• Type IV: This case is illustrated by the right part of Figure 17 . In this case, M " ' M pM 1 , i, M 2 q for some M 1 , M 2 and i. We can see M as M 2 containing ∆ M pM 1 , iq in the core face with the roots identified. Let v be the root vertex of dualpM q and g the dual vertex of the face f that separates ∆ M pM 1 , iq from M 2 in M . In the DFS process of M 2 , the dual vertex g is on the rightmost path, and the rightmost child of g is a free leaf corresponding to the root of M 2 . We consider the DFS process of M , which is identical to that of M 2 until we reach g. The first descendant (the rightmost child in the DFS tree) of g is now a dual vertex h in the part of ∆ M pM 1 , iq. Since the dual of the part ∆ M pM 1 , iq is only connected to g and the dual root vertex, g plays the role of the dual vertex of the outer face of ∆ M pM 1 , iq, and the exploration of that part results in a direct sub-tree that is a modified version of Tpdualp∆ M pM 1 , iwhere all the leaf labels are incremented by the depth of g, except the rightmost free leaf corresponding to the only edge connected to the dual root vertex. Then the exploration continues unalteredly on other parts of M 2 . We thus construct TpdualpMfrom TpdualpM 2and Tpdualp∆ M pM 1 , iqqq, and it agrees with the definition of h T in this case.
By structural induction, we have T˝dual " h T˝T .
According to Proposition 4.3, the function h T is the equivalent of h in decorated trees. Therefore, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 are now natural consequences of Theorem 4.4.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. By Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.3, we have dual " T´1˝φ´1 T˝h˝φ T˝T . Since dual is an involution, h is also an involution. For any β-(1,0) tree B, let M " T´1pφ´1 T pBqq, we have rpathphpBqq " degpM q " flpTpM" rootpBq. Since the canonical bijections φ T and T conserve the size, the number of fixed points of h in B n is equal to the number of fixed points of dual in M n , that is, the number of self-dual NSP-maps with n`1 edges.
We thus have a natural bijective proof of Theorem 4.2 as asked in [KdM13] . We now deal with the case in the realm of synchronized intervals. We start by a wellknown involution on Dyck path that interacts well with the Tamari lattice. Given a non-empty Dyck path D, it can be uniquely decomposed into D " D 1 uD 2 d, with both D 1 , D 2 smaller (or empty) Dyck paths, by taking the last non-initial contact as the starting point of D 2 . We define a transformation mir : D Ñ D recursively based on this decomposition:
• If D is empty, then mirpDq is also empty;
• Otherwise, suppose that D " D 1 uD 2 d, we define mirpDq " mirpD 2 qu mirpD 1 qd.
We see that mirpDq has the same size as D. For readers familiar with the Tamari lattice, binary trees can also be used to define the Tamari lattice, with tree rotation that gives the order. The involution mir on Dyck paths corresponds in fact to taking the reflection by a vertical axis of binary trees, under a certain bijection between Dyck paths and binary trees.
The following properties of mir is well-known and can be proved inductively using the de-
Proposition 4.5. The transformation mir is an involution on D n for all n. Furthermore, for two Dyck paths D 1 ĺ D 2 in the Tamari lattice, we have mirpD 1 q ľ mirpD 2 q.
The involution mir can thus be regarded as an isomorphism between the Tamari lattice pD n , ĺq and its dual pD n , ľq. Furthermore, it also induces an involution on the set of Tamari intervals. By abuse of notation, we denote by mirprP, Qsq the interval rmirpQq, mirpP qs. The following property is harder to see. Proposition 4.6 (Corollary of Proposition 11 and Theorem 2 in [PRVar] ). Let P, Q be two Dyck paths in D n of the same type. Then mirpP q and mirpQq are also of the same type. As a consequence, for a synchronized interval I, its image mirpIq is also a synchronized interval.
Interestingly, the involution mir that we present here, when restricted to synchronized intervals, is also related to the mysterious involution h of β-(1,0) trees. In fact, mir is transferred to h under the conjugation of canonical bijections. Since we have a direct bijection I from synchronized intervals to decorated trees, we will use decorated trees to relay this equivalence. We start by a lemma on computing the involution mir on Dyck paths.
Lemma 4.7. Given a Dyck path P " P 1 uP 2 duP 3 d¨¨¨uP k d with P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k all Dyck paths, we have mirpP q " mirpP k qu mirpP k´1 qu¨¨¨u mirpP 1 qd k´1 .
Proof. We prove by induction on k. The case k " 2 comes from the definition of mir. The induction step is easily checked by substituting D 1 " P 1 uP 2 d¨¨¨uP k´1 d and D 2 " P k into mirpD 1 uD 2 dq " mirpD 2 qu mirpD 1 qd and apply the induction hypothesis.
Corollary 4.8. If a Dyck path P has k non-initial contacts, then mirpP q ends with k consecutive down steps.
Proof. Since P has k non-initial contacts, it can be uniquely written as P " uP 1 duP 2 d¨¨¨uP k d with every P i a Dyck path. We then conclude by applying Lemma 4.7 with the first part empty.
Theorem 4.9. Given a synchronized interval I, the decorated trees associated to I and mirpIq are related by the involution h T . Or equivalently, we have mir " I˝h T˝I´1 .
Proof. We prove instead that mir˝I " I˝h T . We use induction on the size of decorated trees. Let T be a decorated tree, and we suppose that every decorated tree with fewer nodes than T already satisfies mirpIpT" Iph T pT qq. We define T : " h T pT q and rP : , Q : s " IpT : q. We now consider the four types of T .
• Type I: This is the base case, which is easily checked.
• Type II: We have T " ∆ T pT 1 , iq for some smaller T 1 and integer i. Suppose that IpT 1 q " rP 1 , Q 1 s, and we can write P 1 " P Now we compute Iph T pT qq. We know that the tree structure of T : comes from that of h T pT q by adding a leaf to the right of the i th node on the right-most path of h T pT 1 q. Therefore, Q : " mirpP 1 i qu mirpP i´1 q¨¨¨u mirpP 1 qud i . For P : , we observe that since h T pT 1 q is a decorated tree, the new leaf added to get h T pT q is never a certificate, and the certificatecounting function of h T pT q has the same value on leaves already in h T pT 1 q. Therefore, P : " mirpQ 1 qud, where the appended ud is for the added leaf. We thus have rP : , Q : s " mirpIpT qq.
• Type III: Let be the left-most child of the root of T , and T 1 the tree obtained by removing from T . Suppose that IpT 1 q " rP 1 , Q 1 s. Since cannot be the certificate of any non-root internal node, we have IpT q " rudP 1 , udQ 1 s. Suppose that P 1 has k non-initial contacts and Q 1 has m ď k non-initial contacts, then by Corollary 4.8, we have mirpP 1 q " P • Type IV: We have T " ' T pT 1 , i, T 2 q in this case. Suppose that IpT q " rP, Qs, IpT 1 q " rP 1 , Q 1 s and IpT 2 q " rP 2 , Q 2 s. As in the type II case, we can write P 1 " P 1,1 uP 1,2 d¨¨¨uP 1,i d. It is clear that Q " uQ 1 dQ 2 . For P , we observe that the certificate of the left-most child of the root, which was the original root of T 1 , is the i th free leaf from right to left that comes from T 1 , while the certificates of other already existing internal nodes remain the same after the fusion. Therefore, we have P " uP 1,1 d¨¨¨uP 1,i dP 2 . We suppose that P 2 and Q 2 have k and m non-initial contacts respectively. By Corollary 4.7, we have mirpP 2 q " P Similarly, using Lemma 4.7 with the decomposition in Corollary 4.7 for the parts of P 2 and Q 2 , we have mirpIpT" rQ : 2,´m irpQ 1 qud m`1 , P : 2,´m irpP 1,i qu mirpP 1,i´1 q¨¨¨u mirpP 1,1 qud i`k s.
We now consider Iph T pT qq. Let r be the length of the right-most path of h T pT 2 q. By the definition of h T , the decorated tree T : is constructed by first adding r to the labels of h T pT 1 q, then adding a free leaf to the i th node on the right-most path, and finally attaching the tree to the right-most leaf 1 of h T pT 2 q. Therefore, for the path Q : , we have Q : " P : 2,´m irpP 1 , iqu mirpP 1,i´1 q¨¨¨u mirpP 1,1 qud i`k . For the path P : , we now consider certificates of internal nodes of h T pT q. Since h T pT 1 q is already a decorated tree, the new free leaf is never a certificate of nodes in h T pT 1 q. Due to the increase by r of labels in the part from h T pT 1 q, leaves in the part from h T pT 1 q other than cannot be the certificate of any node in the part from h T pT 2 q, and the internal node corresponding to 1 has as certificate. Since the depth of every node originated from h T pT 1 q also increases by r as the labels, the certificate of a node originated from a non-root node of h T pT 1 q stays the same in h T pT q. The only change of certificates is for nodes in T 2 whose certificate was 1 , and it is clear that their certificate in h T pT q is now . We thus easily check that P : " Q : 2,´m irpQ 1 qud m`1 . We then conclude that rP : , Q : s " mirpIpT qq.
With all cases checked, by induction on the size of T , we conclude that mir˝I " I˝h T , which implies mir " I˝h T˝I´1 .
As a corollary of Theorem 4.9, Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 3.2, we now know that, under the bijection described in [FPR17] from NSP-maps and synchronized intervals, which is just I˝T,
Figure 18: Four cases of the series decomposition of NSP-maps the map duality is transferred to the involution of synchronized intervals induced by the classic isomorphism of the Tamari lattice pD n , ĺq to its order dual pD n , ľq. Furthermore, we have the following result that is similar to Theorem 4.2 on the number of fixed points of mir.
Theorem 4.10. The number of fixed points of mir in I n , that is, the number of synchronized intervals of the form rP, mirpP qs, is equal to the number of self-dual NSP-maps in M n .
Series decomposition and duality
In this section, we will investigate the link between the series decomposition of NSP-maps and map duality. The series decomposition of NSP-maps was first introduced by Tutte in [Tut63] and used in [CS03, JS98] , which consists of looking at how deletion of the root would change the map. We now describe an adapted version of the series decomposition. Let M be an NSP-maps rooted at e pointing from v to u, and M 1 the map M with e deleted. There might be several cut vertices in M 1 , and we can split M 1 into non-separable components by cutting all these cut vertices. The components we get can be ordered, starting from the component containing v, and the last component is the one containing u. Each component is either an edge or an NSP-map. M must fall into one of the following types, as illustrated in Figure 18 .
• Type I: M 1 has only one component, and it is a single edge.
• Type II: M 1 has only one component, and it is an NSP-map.
• Type III: M 1 has at least two components, and the first is an edge.
• Type IV: M 1 has at least two components, and the first is an NSP-map.
As in parallel decomposition, in series decomposition we consider the single edge as a nonseparable component. We also introduce another statistic fdeg of NSP-maps, which is the degree of the outer face minus 1, where the excluded 1 stands for the root. We have the following relation between the two statistics deg and fdeg. 
Figure 21: Example of the Type IV case of Theorem 5.4
can now announce the following theorem that relates the series decomposition to the parallel decomposition.
Theorem 5.4. We have φ S " φ M˝d ual˝NR, where φ S ( resp. φ M ) is the canonical bijection from NSP-maps to β-(1,0) trees with respect to the series ( resp. parallel) decomposition.
Proof. We proceed by induction on NSP-maps with size as induction parameter. Let M be an NSP-map, and we suppose that every map M 1 with fewer edges than M satisfies φ S pM 1 q " φ M pdualpNRpM 1. We define M Ñ " NRpM q. Let e be the root of M and e 1 the root of M Ñ . Therefore, the root of dualpM Ñ q is the dual edge of e. We now consider the possible type of M under the series decomposition.
• Type I: This is the base case, and is easily verified.
• Type II: In this case, we have M " ∆ S pM 1 , iq with M 1 an NSP-map and i an integer such that 1 ď i ď fdeg M
1 . An example of this case is given in Figure 20 . By induction hypothesis, we only need to prove that ∆ M pdualpNRpM 1 qq, iq " dualpM Ñ q. We first observe that degpdualpM Ñ" fdegpM q " i. Therefore, by Proposition 2.4, we only need to prove that dualpNRpM 1" Π M pdualpM Ñ qq. Suppose that the root of M 1 points from u to v. We observe that the root vertices of both NRpM 1 q and M Ñ inherit from v in M 1 , so their dual share the same outer face. By applying Π M , we contract the root of dualpM Ñ q, which is the dual of e. Since the contraction of an edge is the deletion of its dual in the dual map, and by deleting e in M Ñ we get NRpM 1 q, which concludes this case.
• Type III: In this case, M is obtained by adding a vertex in the middle of the root of another NSP-map M 1 . By induction hypothesis, we only need to prove that φ M pdualpM Ñis obtained by adding a leaf as the leftmost direct sub-tree to φ M pdualpNRpM 1. But this is clear since adding a vertex in the middle of an edge is duplicating the dual edge in the dual map.
• Type IV: In this case, we have M " ' S pM 1 , i, M 2 q for some NSP-maps M 1 , M 2 and an integer i with 1 ď i ď fdeg M 1 . An example of this case is given in Figure 21 . By induction hypothesis, we only need to prove that ' M pdualpNRpM 1 qq, i, dualpNRpM 2" dualpM Ñ q. Since degpdualpM Ñ" fdegpM q " i`fdegpM 2 q " i`degpdualpM 2 qq, by Proposition 2.5, we only need to prove that hd M pdualpM Ñ" dualpNRpM 1and tl M pdualpM Ñ" dualpNRpM 2 qq. We first observe that the dual faces of cut vertices in M Ñ stand between non-separable components in dualpM Ñ q. Let w be the cut vertex in M whose dual face stands between the innermost component of dualpM Ñ q and the other components, and e 1 be the root of M 1 . The map dualpNRpM 1is thus rooted at the dual edge of e 1 . By the construction of hd M , the dual edge of e 1 is also the root of hd M pdualpM Ñ qq. Therefore, we have the first equality. The second follows by a similar verification of root.
We thus complete the induction.
Transfer of statistics
Using mechanisms set up previously, we can easily prove several results of statistic transfer between different structures. The following list consists of natural bijections that we have introduced.
We now discuss some statistics of all classes B, T , M, I. We start by the tree classes B and T , with examples given in Figure 22 . The following statistics on B come from [Kit11] , but also apply to T . Let T be a tree (either a β-(1,0) tree or a decorated tree), we denote by leafpT q the number of leaves in T , by intpT q the number of internal nodes of T , by subpT q the number of direct children of the root of T , by rpathpT q the length of the rightmost path of T , and by stempT q the length of the longest path from the root whose intermediate nodes have only one descendant. We now define some statistics from [Kit11] defined only on β-(1,0) trees. Let B P B a β-(1,0) tree. We recall that rootpBq is the label of the root, and we denote by rsubpBq the number of nodes with a label 1 on the rightmost path (including leaves). Now let 1 , 2 , . . . , k be the leaves of B from right to left. Starting from 1 , we decrease by one the labels of nodes on the path from i to the root, until one of the internal nodes has a label 1. The number of leaves proceeded is defined as gammapBq.
There are also corresponding statistics that only apply to decorated trees. Let T P T a decorated tree. We recall that flpT q is the number of free leaves in T . We denote by dsubpT q the number of internal nodes with only one certificate, i.e., descendant leaf whose label is at most the depth of the internal node minus 2. We define rflpT q the maximal number of free leaves we can remove from right to left while keeping the decorated tree conditions without creating new leaves.
We now list some statistics on NSP-maps. Let M P M be an NSP-map. We recall that degpM q is the degree of the root vertex of M minus 1, and fdegpM q is the degree of the outer face of M minus 1. We denote by facepM q the number of faces of M , by vertexpM q the number of vertices of M , by pcomppM q the number of components in the parallel decomposition of M , by scomppM q the number of components in the series decomposition of M . Furthermore, we define ejoinpM q as the maximal number of successive root contraction we can do while leaving an NSP-map (the new root after contraction is the edge next to the original root in clockwise order). We also define ecutpM q as the maximal number of successive deletion of edges adjacent to the root vertex we can perform while leaving an NSP-map, starting from the edge before the root in clockwise order, and turning in counterclockwise direction.
Finally, we list some statistics of synchronized intervals. Let I " rP, Qs P I a synchronized interval. We recall that contpIq is the number of non-initial contacts of the lower path P , and we denote by cont˚pIq the number of non-initial contacts of the upper path Q. We denote by peakpIq the number of peaks of P (or Q, since I is a synchronized interval, P and Q have the same number of peaks), and by dblupIq the number of up steps followed by an up step in P (or Q, again by the fact that I is synchronized). It is clear that the peakpIq and dblupIq are respectively the number of N and E in the type of P . We define descpIq as the length of the last descent of Q, and levelpIq the maximal number k such that Q can be written in the form of u k Q 1 d k where Q 1 is a Dyck path. The last definition is teethpIq, which is the number of repetitions of ud that we can delete at the end of P without making P empty.
We now investigate how our bijections transfer statistics. Suppose that we have two combinatorial classes A and C with some size parameter, and we denote by A n and C n the subset of A and C of size n respectively. Furthermore, we suppose that there is a bijection f from A to C such that f pA n q " C n for all n ě 0. Let s A (resp. s C ) a statistic of A (resp. of C), i.e. a function on A (resp. C). We say that the statistic s A is transferred to s C by f if for every a P A, we have s A paq " s C pf paqq. Statistics transferred by a bijection between two combinatorial classes illustrate some of the combinatorial structure preserved by the bijection.
By Theorem 3.2, Theorem 4.4, Proposition 4.3, Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 5.4, we only need to consider φ T , T, dual and NR for statistic transfers. In the following, we will only consider φ T , T, dual.
Proposition 6.1. The function φ T transfers the list of statistics rfl, 1 + dsub, rfls in T to the statistics rroot, rsub, gammas in B.
Proof. The first pair pfl Ñ rootq comes directly from the recursive definition. The second pair p1`dsub Ñ rsubq comes directly from the definition of the bijection ϕ T , and the rightmost leaf is not counted in dsub. We now deal with the third pair prfl Ñ gammaq.
Let T be a decorated tree and B " φ T pT q the corresponding β-(1,0) tree. For simplicity, we will identify the tree structure of T and B. Suppose that gammapBq " k, and let 1 , . . . , k be the first leaves in clockwise order that are proceeded in the computation of gammapBq. We now show that all i are free leaves in T . Suppose otherwise that i is the first non-free leaf among More precisely, the function T transfers the first list of statistics in M to the second one in T , while the function I transfers the second list of statistics in T to the third one in I.
Proof. For the first two lines, all pairs but the last one are clear from the definition of T and the parallel decomposition. For the last pair, let M be an NSP-map and T " TpM q, and we see that the free leaves we remove in the computation of rflpT q corresponds to edges we remove from the root vertex when computing ecutpM q. For the last two lines, every pair except the first and the last one can be seen from the fact that the upper path of a synchronized interval determines the tree structure of its decorated tree. The first pair can easily be seen from the definition of I. For the last pair, we consider a synchronized interval I " rP, Qs and its corresponding decorated tree T . Suppose that there are k repetitions of ud at the end of P . By the definition of I, These repetitions correspond to the last k leaves 1 , . . . , k in traversal order of T , which are free, and they must be preceded by a series of down steps of length at least two (or one if P is of the form pudq n ), which corresponds to a free leaf in T that is the first child of a node v, which is the last explored node. Therefore, all i 's can be deleted while keeping T a decorated tree. However, itself cannot be deleted, since is the first child of v. We thus have teethpIq " rflpT q.
Proposition 6.3. For M an NSP-map, M 1 " dualpM q and T 1 " TpM 1 q, we have dsubpT 1 q`1 " pcomppM q.
Proof. Let f be a face in M such that the dual vertex u f is on the rightmost path of T 1 , and we suppose that the rightmost child v of u f is an internal node. Let p be the depth of v. The vertex v always has a descendant leaf corresponding to the dual edge of the root of M . By the exploration process of T, the vertex v has no other descendant leaf with a label at most p´2 if and only if by deleting u f in dualpM q, the dual edge of the root will become a cut edge, which means that f separates two components in the parallel decomposition of M . We conclude the proof by observing that there are ppcomppM q´1q such faces.
